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SOME RECRUITING RE]'LECTIONS. 
By LIEUTENANT-COLONEL F. P. NICHOLS. 

Royal Army Medical Oorps. 

"OVER height, 7L"-" Army Medical Department Report" for 
1905, p. 45. 

Some experience of recruiting, and particularly a recent critical 
survey of my Recruiting Register, have convinced me that modifim1-
tion of that interesting but fallible record is necessary, if what 
I presume to be its main fmiction-the registration of men passed 
or rejected for the Service on medical grounds-is to be truly 
fulfilled. I speak of recruiting as carried on at a depot, of which 
alone I have recent personal experience. Possibly at the great 
recruiting headquarters in London some of these objections may 
not apply, but I think it well to realise that, as far· as depot 
recruiting is concerned-I am assuming that, in the main, 
recruiting is carried on at all depots on the same lines, although, 
as I shall later point out, there may be individual differences
the records cannot be taken as entirely trustworthy. 

Quite lately one modification-a very necessary and obvious one 
-has been introduced, which makes my plea for further modifica
tion more hopeful. I refer to recent orders regarding the erasure 
from the Register of the names of men " rejected" for the Regulars, 
but at once" passed" for the Militia. Formerly Private "Jones," 
ambitious of military glory, presented his puny self as a candidate 
for the Regular Army, was entered in the Register, rejected for 
"under chest," advised to do a little growing in the Militia, enter.ed 
again in the Militia Register and passed, thus occupying an un
necessary line in the Regular Register, counting double in the 
number of recruits examined, and uselessly adding to the portentous 
number of medically" un fits " for the Regular Army. His name 
is now erased from the Regular Register. 

All recruits "brought" or "bringing" themselves-for this is 
now not unusual-to the inspection room are supposed to be entered 
in the Registers. Thus men passed by careless recruiting sergeants, 
absurdly under standard, Militiamyn under training and others, 
rejected again and again for the Army, who come up in hopes of 
finding a lenient medical officer-often, I regret to say, backed by 
the recruiting officer, Whose sole idea is numbers, apart from medical 
efficiency-men presenting themselves at barracks over whom the 
recruiting officer in his zeal and haste has passed an uncritical eye 
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instead of the critical tape, men coming straight tQ the inspection 
room because they can find no one foolish enough to bring them
all these uselessly encumber our returns and increase our percent
age of "un fits." But these I reckon amongst our necessary trials. 
They are at least truly 'medical" unfits." 

There will always be careless recruiting sergeants, there will 
always be hopeful men on the edge of the standards to worry the 
recruiting officer" for another chance," there will always be zealous 
recruiting officers with eye uncritical except for their own returns, 
and, I suppose, now that the general public are fully aware' that 
they can "bring" one another or themselves we must expect no 
falling off in undeveloped infants, whose proper place would seem 
to be a perambulator. The important point here is the different 
view liable to be taken by individual officers as to the need of 
actually entering in their registers obviously unsuitable men-the 
question, i.e., of "personal equation." 

I consider that large variations maybe compatible with serene 
consciences, but not with trustworthy statistics. Can it be meant' 
that Private "J ones," whom I enlisted in the Militia because he 
was "under chest" for the Line, should be again formally regis
tered and rejected because at the end of his forty-nine days' training 
he begs me to measure his increased though still inadequate chest? 
Am I really to cumber my register and spoil my average by 
examining an obvious'" undesirable" who, in default of finding 
anyone to "bring" him, has tI brought" himself? Sometimes 
a recruiting medical officer has occasion to sternly exhort .. his 
sergeant to see that no " weeding" is practised before his appear
ance in the office: his percentage of rejections at once increases to 
50 per cent., and the Inspector of Recruits genially remarks on it. 
The recruiting medical officer knows he can reduce his rejections 
with a perfectly clear conscience. He lets it be known that he 
does not wish obvious tI babes and sucklings" registered unless 
previously attested: his rejections fall at once, and the Inspector 
of Recruits smiles. No wonder that rejections vary widely in 
different stations. 

But the point to which I wish to call particular attention is 
more important and more easily remediable. I find many recruits, 
perfectly "fit" medically, being rejected technically on medical 
grounds because they do not reach the standard of the particular 
arm of the Service in which they desire to enlist. A man wishes 
to enlist in the Royal Garrison Artillery, he is not up to the rather 
exacting standard of that corps, he is technically" medically unfit" 
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though in every respect a desirable recruit for the Army. A man 
may be over height or over weight for the cavalry-very properly 
-but why should he, if in other respects physically efficient, be 
dubbed medically unfit? I need not multiply instances; they are 
constantly happening to me and, I presume, to other officers. 
Persuasion sometimes is of avail to induce men to enlist in other 
corps for which they are up to standard; or sometimes, after 
a short interval, they come up again and are passed for other 
branches of the Service-a needless rejection thus beiug recorded. 

I have roughly analysed my Recruiting Register for the last 
eight months with this point before me. This is the result :-

, {I under chest for cavalry 
1 '" " R.E. 

June, 1906 1 " ," Guards 

Total 3 
July None. 
August 2 under chest for R.G.A. 
September 3 " " cavalry 

{

I" " R.G.A. 
2 "height for cavalry 

October ~ "chest for R.F.A. 

Total 4 
.. cavalry 

November ~l 
Total t 3 

" height for cavalry 

December None. 
1 under chest for R.H.G., 

Fit for infantry. 
.. Fit for infantry or cavalry. 

Fit for infantry or cavalry or R.A. 

. . Fit for infantry or cavalry. 
Fit for infantry. 

. . Fit for infantry or cavalry. 
Fit for infantry. 

, Fit for infantry. 

Fit for infantry. 
Fit for infantry. 

Fit for infantry, R.A., R.E., and 
cavalry. 

Fit for infantry. J 1 " " cavalry 
Jan., 1907

1
1 " .. and height for 

R.G.A. 

Total 3 

Fit for infantry and cavalry. 

a total of eighteen in eight months, an average, say, of 2·2 per 
month. My average "unfits" in the same eight months were 
thirty, so that about 7 per cent. of my rejections for those months 
were of men medically "fit" for the Army, though "unfit" for 
particular corps. ' 

This must amount to a considerable total in the returns of the 
United Kingdom for a year, unless my experience be exceptional. 
I presume it accounts for the "71 over height" quoted in the 
heading to this paper, who can scarcely have been rejected on 
purely medical grounds for that particular form of inefficiency. 

It is interesting to enquire how this state of things has come 
about. Lieutenant-Colonel A. F. Russell, C.M.G., R.A.M.C., has 
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suggested to me, and I find on enquiry he is right, that originally, 
and, in fact, up to fifteen years ago, attestations were made out for 
the Army generally, and on the second page the medical officer 
signed as to "fitness" or "unfitness" for the Army. Of late years, 
owing to varying conditions of service, attestations are made out 
for the different arms, and questions asked on the first page render 
the form unsuitable for any but that particular corps. On the 
second page, curiously enough, the medical officer still sighs" fit " 
or otherwise for the Army; but I have often wondered what would 
happen if he acted strictly in accordance with the letter of his 
rights and passed a man attested for cavalry, but under heigbt or 
che'st for that branch of the Service, as "fit" for the Army generally. 
It is evidently an instance of one of those frequent survivals of 
things once useful but now obsolete, like the buttons on one's 
dress-coat. 

A simple change in the Recruiting Register appears to me 
enough to remedy this particular incongruity, namely, the addition 
of a column "fit" for the Army but not for the corps for which 
attested. Or let us go back to ancient traditions, pass men for the 
Army and leave on the reGruiting officer the onus of rejecting the 
man fQr his corps on the medical details given on the second page. 

There is, too, a wider view to be taken of the untrustworthiness 
of our recruiting returns. In the past three years or so there has 
been a great outcry regarding the physical degeneration of the race, 
and the recruiting returns have been largely quoted as substantiating 
evidence of deterioration. It should, however, have been obvious 
that the recruit, being drawn from a particular and not a represen
tative class, renders_ arguments based on these returns illusory, 
while, on the other hand, the fact that medical inspection of 
recruits is a secondary inspection after primary weeding out by 
recruiters, makes the proportion of rejections lower than it other
wise would be, and I think the recruiting returns are shown to be 
still more fallacious as a base on which to rear statistics of national 
physical efficiency by the considerations I have brought forward, 
and particularly by the suggestion that many hundreds of men are 
yearly rejected as 1nedically "unfit" on purely technical grounds, 
which have no relation to health or physical efficiency whatever. 
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